
Hobart 15th February 2015 

 

RACE  1 : This is a very even C1 to start the night’s racing. FRANKIE FALZONI (2) is in career best form 

and draws ideally here. He will settle handy so will be one of the hardest to beat. MAJOR CALLUM (1) 

is very consistent and draws the pole so is a good winning hope. ME MATE LES (4) is nearing a win as 

has been around the money of late. He will be hoping to lob handy and if does has e/w claims. 

RUSTY RED COMET (7) will pay to forgive last run. He is a very consistent type but draw doesn’t help 

so place look’s best. Stable mates REALLY THIRSTY (5) and REALLY FAYFAY (6) are both capable of 

running a place at odds as is EBABE (3) and LIFEISWHATHAPPENS (8). 

TOP PICK : FRANKIE FALZONI (2) look’s a good gamble on recent form. 

DANGERS : MAJOR CALLUM (1) draws to be the danger along ME MATE LES (4). 

ROUGHIE : LIFEISWHATHAPPENS (8) can run a place at odds. 

RATINGS : 2 – 1 4 7 – 3 5 6 8 

 

 

RACE  2 : This is a very open CO with plenty of chances. NOTE WORTHY LOMBO (2) will find this a 

little easier than last run so from the draw will take plenty of holding out. MISS GUENEVERE (5) will 

strip much fitter for her first up run and if driven with a sit will be in the finish. ANOTHERMETRO (3) 

does have a bit of gate speed so will be hoping to find the pegs first and if does can give some cheek. 

BOBBYJOE (7) is another that can get off the arm quickly so he too can be a good hope if gets across. 

MY MATE NICK (8) is having his first local run. He draws to get a cheap run so can be in the finish. 

PRISONER (4) and IDEN MISTER ED (9) are always around the money so are a must for the exotics. 

TOP PICK : NOTE WORTHY LOMBO (2) gets his chance here. 

DANGERS : MISS GUENEVERE (5) loom’s as the danger along with ANOTHERMETRO (3). 

ROUGHIE : BOBBYJOE (7) will run a race at odds despite draw. 

RATINGS : 2 – 3 5 7 8 – 4 9 – 1 6 

 

 

RACE  3 : This is a for the 3CO/C1 pacers. BLACKJACKHANOVER (1) will find this much easier than 

latest run. He draws ideally here so will get every chance to get back into the winners stall. CHARLIE 

JAMES (3) looked home last week when got run down late. He will strip fitter for the run so will be 

very hard to beat here. ISTHATYOUJIMMY (2) returns from a good let up but he does draw to get a 

good run just behind the speed so has an e/w chance. GANGHAM DANCER (5) is having his first local 



run. He did have reasonable form in Queensland so will pay to keep safe here. GIFTED COURAGE (6) 

has showed glimpses of ability when he settles so a forward showing wouldn’t surprise. 

TOP PICK : CHARLIE JAMES (3) look’s hard to beat here. 

DANGERS : BLACKJACKHANOVER (1) from the draw is the danger along with GANGHAM DANCER (5). 

ROUGHIE : ISTHATYOUJIMMY (2) will run a race here. 

RATINGS : 3 – 1 2 5 – 6 - 4 

 

RACE  4 :This is a very tough C4/C5. CISKEI (6) has been very consistent of late. He draws a touch 

wide but will look to push forward so has a good hope. VANDE VELDE (7) was very unlucky in the 

Carrick Cup last start so despite drawing wide will take plenty of holding out. NOLA MAYHEM (5) is a 

very handy mare who will be much fitter so with the right run will take plenty of holding out. 

FARAWAY MAN (4) is the interesting runner as at his best will be very competitive. BLUE CHIP HARRY 

(1) has drawn ideally to run a race at odds as look’s the leader. LICKYALIPS (2) , PUNT ROAD DISCO 

(9) and JODILA (10) can all run a race at odds with the right run. 

TOP PICK : VANDE VELDE (7) just needs a little luck to be the one to beat.  

DANGERS : CISKEI (6) is a tough type who is a danger along with NOLA MAYHEM (5). 

ROUGHIE : BLUE CHIP HARRY (1) will run a race at odds for a draw. 

RATINGS : 7 – 5 6 – 1 2 3 4 8 9 10  

 

RACE  5 : This is a very open Toreace flying mile for the open class pacers. WHODEANI (2) has come 

up with the best from the fancied runners so will get every chance to get back into the winners stall. 

MODERN RULER (5) is a tough type who can do a bit of work in his races so if lobbed in the breeze 

will be in the finish. OUR CHAIN OF COMMAND (12) is an old veteran now but is still racing well. He 

will be hoping they go hard up front so he can have the last run at them. REMEMBER JOE (6) was 

much better last start and is well suited here as he grows a leg in front and has a sneaky hope of 

finding the top so if he does he will give plenty of cheek. MOTU CRUSADER (13) has just struggled a 

bit of late but is better suited here by the mobile conditions so is a must include. ARDLUSSA EXPRESS 

(1) what a job Deb Williams has done with here. She has gone to a new level of late but this much 

harder but can run a place at odds. Stable mates TRULY BLISSFULL (9) and DODGERMEMATE (10) are 

racing and can run a race at odds and are a must include in the multiples. MY HAYLEY ROBYN (5) if 

found the top will give a bit of cheek. 

TOP PICK : WHODEANI (2) from the draw is the one to beat. 

DANGERS : MODERN RULER (5)  is a danger at odds along with OUR CHAIN OF COMMAND (12). 

 ROUGHIE : DODGERMEMATE (10) can run a race at big odds. 



RATINGS :  2 – 5 6 12 13 –1 4 9 10 – 7 8 11 

 

RACE  6 : This is a very good C2/C3 affair. ANGELA DE MARCO (2) is very placed here after drawing 

two. She has the speed to push forward so may find the lead or even sitting parked she will take 

plenty of beating. METRO DIGBY (13) is finally starting to deliver for his connections which is great. 

He will have to step up again here from outside the back row over the mile but his too good to leave 

out. FRANCO SHEFFIELD (8) has drawn to get a cheap behind the leaders so if he gets a crack at them 

can win. ROCKBANK DANCER (1) draws ideally as can hold up if they like but does race best with a sit 

so is a must include either way. LA EBONY KITA (3) , BOLTNMACH (11) are next best. 

TOP PICK : ANGELA DE MARCO (2) will take plenty of beating here. 

DANGERS : METRO DIGBY (13) in career best form so is the danger along with FRANCO SHEFFIELD 

(8). 

ROUGHIE : ROCKBANK DANCER (1) gets every chance from the pole. 

RATINGS : 2 – 1 8 13 – 3 11 – 5 6 7 9 10 12 

 

 

RACE  7 : This is a C1 only. IVE GOT OOMPH (5) is a pretty tough customer who is racing well enough 

to win this. He will have to sit parked tonight but can still win. TINKERS TAXI (4) has had his chance of 

late but this is probably easier that past couple so a winning chance. OUR SPUNKY MONKEY (3) has 

been thereabouts of late and will get a good run in transit so is a must include. AVENTADOR (1) is 

resuming here and draws perfectly to run a race so will pay to keep very safe. GRINABLE (2) was 

good last start in a much tougher race so is another that has a chance. COOKED BOOKS (8) draws to 

get a good run through so is next best. 

TOP PICK : IVE GOT OOMPH (5) look’s a good gamble. 

DANGERS : TINKERS TAXI (4) will be a danger along with OUR SPUNKY MONKEY (3). 

ROUGHIE : GRINABLE (2) will run a race at odds. 

RATINGS : 5 – 2 3 4 – 18 – 6 7 

 

RACE 8 : This is a two year old to finish of the night with a disappointing four horse field. We will see 

the debut of one the highest priced yearlings from the sales last year. BLINGITTOTHEMAX (4) cost 

145k at last year’s Sydney APG Sales. He is a very well related colt and comes off two impressive trial 

efforts so he should take care of this field. His stable mate SULTAN FELLA (3) has one two from three 

so loom’s as a danger as does the improving GOGGO GEE GEE (1) who is getting better with racing 

and was impressive last start. PAUL DONALD (2) is a first starter who may find this a bit tough on 

debut. 



TOP PICK : BLINGITTOTHEMAX (4) will be too classy for these. 

DANGERS : GOGGO GEE GEE (1) and SULTAN FELLA (3) are next best. 

RATINGS : 4 – 1 3 - 2 

 

 

 


